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Learning Objectives
• Upon completion of this educational activity, learners should be better able to
differentiate standard clinical/research ethical paradigms from forensic ethical
paradigms.
• Upon completion of this educational activity, learners should be better able to
identify major areas of ethical concern related to forensic research and practice.
• Upon completion of this educational activity, learners should be better able to
describe an empirical process of ethical reasoning in relation to specific ethical
challenges.

(I have no financial or other conflicts of interest to declare. Cases presented herein
have been de-identified, altered, or otherwise disguised to protect the identity of
involved persons.)
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Transitioning
ethics training to
online….
(COVID-19 edition)
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Why specialized ethics considerations for forensic
work?
Professional
ethics
Us

Morality &
individual
values

Legal
systems &
institutions

The public
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Example: Differing paradigms in clinical practice
Ethics in psychotherapy & assessment

Ethics in forensic work

• Broad scope, determined by client

• Narrow scope, determined by court

• Goal: Client well-being

• Goal: Address specific need for court

• Client = client

• Client = court, attorney

• Client perspective matters

• Suspicion of client perspective

• Voluntary decision; client retains autonomy

• May be involuntary; client autonomy minimized

• Therapeutic alliance

• Professional detachment

• Confidentiality retained

• Often, not confidential

• Slow pace

• Fast pace

• Few consequences for decisions, lack of participation

• Outcome has serious consequences

Huss, 2013
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• Responsibilities
– Integrity
– Impartiality & fairness
• Know your values & beliefs
– Conflicts of interest

• Competence
– Competence
– Knowledge in clinical practice, research, & teaching
• Legal system
• Scientific bases

Forensic ethics
A brief review

– Appreciating individual & group differences

• Relationships
– Retaining parties (client)
– Multiple relationships & conflicts of interest
• Therapists vs. expert witnesses
– Emergency services
APA, 2012
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• Informed consent
– Com m unication
– M andated vs. non-m andated referrals
– Clients w ho lack capacity, or w ho lack an attorney
– Collateral sources
– Research

• Conflicts

Forensic ethics

– W ith legal authorities or organizational dem ands
– O ther professionals

A brief review

• Confidentiality
– Privacy, confidentiality, & privilege
– A ccess & providing inform ation
APA, 2012
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• Clinical practice
– Appropriate assessment tools
– Documentation
– Fees
– Multiple data sources
– Public statements

Forensic ethics
A brief review

• Research
– Population vulnerability
– Informed consent
– Research design & methodology
– Dissemination of findings
– Cultural / individual differences
– Conflicts of interest, stakeholders
– Defining “prisoner” in research

APA, 2012
Ward & Willis, 2010
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• Bias, beliefs, & conflicts of interest
• Public nature of our work
– Public opinion & speculation
– Stigm a
– O pinions & science can change

• Legal vs. scientific processes
– … and people have differing m otives

Forensic ethics
Additional concerns

• Differences of opinion
• Constructing the past, predicting the future
• Ultimate issue questions
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You can’t make
this stuff up.
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Model of ethical reasoning
Identify the problem(s)

Develop alternatives & hypothesize solutions

Analyze & evaluate possibilities

Do what is needed

Evaluate outcome(s)

Knapp & VandeCreek, 2012
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“Never trust a lawyer.”
• A defense attorney calls to solicit an evaluation of his
client prior to an upcoming murder trial. After you
have agreed to review the case and interview the client,
the attorney tells you not to write anything up until he
has had the opportunity to talk with you about your
impressions of the case. He explains: If your
impressions do not support the defense, he will pay
you for your work but not have you write a report. He
does not want the prosecution, judge, or jury to know
your impressions of the case, as it could damage his
defense strategy. If you write a report, it is admissible
as evidence, and you could be called by the prosecution
to testify against his client.
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• Quick facts
– Client: Incarcerated m an in his 30s
– H istory of assault & drug use
– Therapy focuses on problem s w ith anger
– Difficult to build rapport
– Prison reporting rules: SI/H I, capital crim e,
institutional unrest
– Revelations in therapy

I know where the
body is (Part I)
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I know where the body is (Part II)
Quick facts

Important roles

• Client currently civilly committed as
SVP; history of multiple convictions
of rape & murder

• You (clinician)

• Your role: Risk assessment

• Client’s attorney

• Participating in treatment; struggles
with depression & anxiety

• District attorney

• Facility administration

• Institutional reporting rules: SI/HI,
capital crime, institutional unrest
• Revelations during assessment
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Wait, did anyone really die?
• Your client is a man in a psychiatric hospital with treatment-resistant
schizophrenia. Despite a regimen of psychotropic medications, he still evidences
a number of delusional beliefs. One day, he appears quite agitated and tells you
and other staff that he has a confession to make. He says that when he was
younger and living in the community, he raped a young girl and may have even
killed her. He says his memory is fuzzy, but that he’s been having nightmares
about it. He doesn’t know her name, though he can tell you the city he lived in at
the time.
• Your institution does require reporting of a capital crime if you have sufficient
information to do so.
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Scope: I only do what you tell me to do.
• You are asked to provide a discharge summary prior to a
parole board hearing. The client has a history of arson and
assault, in addition to a diagnosis of schizophrenia. He has
been compliant with treatment and hasn’t been violent while
incarcerated. During the interview, he perseverates on his
plans to reunite with his family (his parents and adult
siblings) who live in another state.
• The parole board reviews your discharge report and other
materials and determines that he is suitable for supervised
release. Three weeks after returning to the community, he
absconds. You are asked if you assessed his risk of noncompliance with supervision, and if have any idea where he
might have gone.
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Innocent people
don’t get
convicted, right?

• Quick facts
– Client is a middle-aged male serving a 20-year term
– Convicted on charges of kidnapping & sexual assault
– Evidence against him
– Has maintained innocence throughout incarceration
– Refuses to participate in sex offender treatment
– Complication: Not eligible for early release due to
treatment non-compliance
– Your role: Attempt to get him into treatment
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Best not to make important enemies.
Quick facts

Important roles

• Client initially on trial for murdering
his mother

• You (clinician)

• The escape
• Client eventually found NGRI for
murder; guilty for escape and 1st
degree assault
• Mental illness in remission; no
aggression while hospitalized

• Facility director
• Judge
• Client’s attorney
• Client advocate (social worker)

• Conditional release requirements
• The escape aftermath
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Specific concerns with forensic research
• High-risk population
• Group design: Placebo control groups, treatment dropout, waitlist control
groups, & RCTs
• IRB approvals & reporting adverse events
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No, I don’t want you to help me….
• You are a treatment provider seeking to evaluate the effectiveness of the
treatment you are currently using in your practice.
– What are potential sources of bias?
• From you?
• From your clients?

–
–
–
–

How might your clients be uniquely vulnerable?
Should you offer compensation or other benefits for participation?
Will it impact their successful completion of required treatment elements?
What if your treatment doesn’t work?

• What can you do to mitigate these effects?
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• Policy development
– Know ing the science
– Com m unicating the science

• SVP case example: Testimony & beyond

How unbiased
can you really be?

– “A re there any questions I shouldn’t ask you w hile
you’re on the stand?”
– “N am e your price.”

21
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• Always know your laws, institutional policies, &
organizational hierarchy.
• Consultation is your friend.
• Spend some time getting to know your agency’s
Office of Counsel.
• Know your priorities.
• Bizarre & weird things make for good stories.

Concluding
thoughts
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Questions?
dr.jill.stinson@hotmail.com
stinson@etsu.edu
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